Background: Long-read sequencing has shown the promises to overcome the short length limitations of second-generation sequencing by providing more complete assembly. However, the computation of the long sequencing reads is challenged by their higher error rates (e.g., 13% vs. 1%) and higher cost ($0.3 vs. $0.03 per Mbp) compared to the short reads. Methods: In this paper, we present a new hybrid error correction tool, called ParLECH (Parallel Long-read Error Correction using Hybrid methodology). The error correction algorithm of ParLECH is distributed in nature and efficiently utilizes the k-mer coverage information of high throughput Illumina short-read sequences to rectify the PacBio long-read sequences. ParLECH first constructs a de Bruijn graph from the short reads, and then replaces the indel error regions of the long reads with their corresponding widest path (or maximum min-coverage path) in the short read-based de Bruijn graph. ParLECH then utilizes the k-mer coverage information of the short reads to divide each long read into a sequence of low and high coverage regions, followed by a majority voting to rectify each substituted error base. Results: ParLECH outperforms latest state-of-the-art hybrid error correction methods on real PacBio datasets. Our experimental evaluation results demonstrate that ParLECH can correct large-scale real-world datasets in an accurate and scalable manner. ParLECH can correct the indel errors of human genome PacBio long reads (312 GB) with Illumina short reads (452 GB) in less than 29 h using 128 compute nodes. ParLECH can align more than 92% bases of an E. coli PacBio dataset with the reference genome, proving its accuracy. Conclusion: ParLECH can scale to over terabytes of sequencing data using hundreds of computing nodes. The proposed hybrid error correction methodology is novel and rectifies both indel and substitution errors present in the original long reads or newly introduced by the short reads.
Background
The rapid development of genome sequencing technologies has become the major driving force for genomic discoveries. The second-generation sequencing technologies (e.g., Illumina, Ion Torrent) have been providing researchers with the required throughput at significantly low cost ($0.03/million-bases), which enabled the discovery of many new species and variants. Although they are being widely utilized for understanding the complex phenotypes, they are typically incapable of resolving long repetitive elements, common in various genomes (e.g., eukaryotic genomes), because of the short read lengths [1] .
To address the issues with the short read lengths, thirdgeneration sequencing technologies (e.g., PacBio, Oxford Nanopore) have started emerging recently. By producing long reads greater than 10 kbp, these third-generation sequencing platforms provide researchers with significantly less fragmented assembly and the promise of a much better downstream analysis. However, the production costs of these long sequences are almost 10 times more expensive than those of the short reads, and the analysis of these long reads is severely constrained by their higher error rate.
Motivated by this, we develop ParLECH (Parallel Long-read Error Correction using Hybrid methodology). ParLECH uses the power of MapReduce and distributed NoSQL to scale with terabytes of sequencing data [2] . Utilizing the power of these big data programming models, we develop fully distributed algorithms to replace both the indel and substitution errors of long reads. To rectify the indel errors, we first create a de Bruijn graph from the Illumina short reads. The indel errors of the long reads are then replaced with the widest path algorithm that maximizes the minimum k-mer coverage between two vertices in the de Bruijn graph. To correct the substitution errors, we divide the long read into a series of low and high coverage regions by utilizing the median statistics of the k-mer coverage information of the Illumina short reads. The substituted error bases are then replaced separately in those low and high coverage regions.
ParLECH can achieve higher accuracy and scalability over existing error correction tools. For example, ParLECH successfully aligns 95% of E. Coli long reads, maintaining larger N50 compared to the existing tools. We demonstrate the scalability of ParLECH by correcting a 312GB human genome PacBio dataset, with leveraging a 452 GB Illumina dataset (64x coverage), on 128 nodes in less than 29 h.
Related work
The second-generation sequencing platforms produce short reads at an error rate of 1-2% [3] in which most of the errors are substitution errors. However, the low cost of production results in high coverage of data, which enables self-correction of the errors without using any reference genome. Utilizing the basic fact that the k-mers resulting from an error base will have significantly lower coverage compared to the actual k-mers, many error correction tools have been proposed such as Quake [4] , Reptile [5] , Hammer [6] , RACER [7] , Coral [8] , Lighter [9] , Musket [10] , Shrec [11] , DecGPU [12] , Echo [13] , and ParSECH [14] .
Unlike second-generation sequencing platforms, the third-generation sequencing platforms, such as PacBio and Oxford Nanopore sequencers, produce long reads where indel (insertion/deletion) errors are dominant [1] . Therefore, the error correction tools designed for substitution errors in short reads cannot produce accurate results for long reads. However, it is common to leverage the relatively lower error rate of the short-read sequences to improve the quality of long reads.
While improving the quality of long reads, these hybrid error correction tools also reduce the cost of the pipeline by utilizing the complementary low-cost and high-quality short reads. LoRDEC [15] , Jabba [16] , Proovread [17] , PacBioToCA [18] , LSC [19] , and ColorMap [20] are a few examples of hybrid error correction tools. LoRDEC [15] and Jabba [16] use a de Bruijn graph (DBG)-based methodology for error correction. Both the tools build the DBG from Illumina short reads. LoRDEC then corrects the error regions in long reads through the local assembly on the DBG while Jabba uses different sizes of k-mer iteratively to polish the unaligned regions of the long reads. Some hybrid error correction tools use alignment-based approaches for correcting the long reads. For example, PacBioToCA [18] and LSC [19] first map the short reads to the long reads to create an overlap graph. The long reads are then corrected through a consensus-based algorithm. Proovread [17] reaches the consensus through the iterative alignment procedures that increase the sensitivity of the long reads incrementally in each iteration. ColorMap [20] keeps information of consensual dissimilarity on each edge of the overlap graph and then utilizes the Dijkstra's shortest path algorithm to rectify the indel errors. Although these tools produce accurate results in terms of successful alignments, their error correction process is lossy in nature, which reduces the coverage of the resultant data set. For example, Jabba, PacBioToCA, and Proovread use aggressive trimming of the error regions of the long reads instead of correcting them, losing a huge number of bases after the correction [21] and thereby limiting the practical use of the resultant data sets. Furthermore, these tools use a stand-alone methodology to improve the base quality of the long reads, which suffers from scalability issues that limit their practical adoption for large-scale genomes.
On the contrary, ParLECH is distributed in nature, and it can scale to terabytes of sequencing data on hundreds of compute nodes. ParLECH utilizes the DBG for error correction like LoRDEC. However, to improve the error correction accuracy, we propose a widest path algorithm that maximizes the minimum k-mer coverage between two vertices of the DBG. By utilizing the k-mer coverage information during the local assembly on the DBG, ParLECH is capable to produce more accurate results than LoRDEC. Unlike Jabba, PacBioToCA, and Proovread, ParLECH does not use aggressive trimming to avoid lossy correction. ParLECH further improves the base quality instead by correcting the substitution errors either present in the original long reads or newly introduced by the short reads during the hybrid correction of the indel errors. Although there are several tools to rectify substitution errors for second-generation sequences (e.g., [4, 5, 9, 13] ), this phase is often overlooked in the error correction tools developed for long reads. However, this phase is important for hybrid error correction because a significant number of substitution errors are introduced by the Illumina reads. Existing pipelines depend on polishing tools, such as Pilon [22] and Quiver [23] , to further improve the quality of the corrected long reads. Unlike the distributed error correction pipeline of ParLECH, these polishing tools are stand-alone and cannot scale with large genomes.
LorMA [24] , CONSENT [25] , and Canu [26] are a few self-error correction tools that utilize long reads only to rectify the errors in them. These tools can automatically bypass the substitution errors of the short reads and are capable to produce accurate results. However, the sequencing cost per base for long reads is extremely high, and so it would be prohibitive to get long reads with high coverage that is essential for error correction without reference genomes. Although Canu reduces the coverage requirement to half of that of LorMA and CONSENT by using the tf-idf weighting scheme for long reads, almost 10 times more expensive cost of PacBio sequences is still a major obstacle to utilizing it for large genomes. Because of this practical limitation, we do not report the accuracy of the these self-error correction tools in this paper.
Methods

Rationale behind the indel error correction
Since we leverage the lower error rate of Illumina reads to correct the PacBio indel errors, let us first describe an error model for Illumina sequences and its consequence on the DBG constructed from these reads. We first observe that k-mers, DNA words of a fixed length k, tend to have similar abundances within a read. This is a well-known property of k-mers that stem from each read originating from a single source molecule of DNA [27] . Let us consider two reads R 1 and R 2 representing the same region of the genome, and R1 has one error base. Assuming that the k-mers between the position pos begin and pos end represent an error region in R 1 where error base is at position pos error = pos end +pos begin 2 , we can make the following claim.
Claim 1: The coverage of at least one k-mer of R 1 in the region between pos begin and pos end is lower than the coverage of any k-mer in the same region of R 2 . A brief theoretical rationale of the claim can be found in Additional file 1. Figure 1 shows the rationale behind the claim.
Rationale behind the substitution error correction
After correcting the indel errors with the Illumina reads, a substantial number of substitution errors are introduced in the PacBio reads as they dominate in the Illumina shortread sequences. To rectify those errors, we first divide each PacBio long read into smaller subregions like short reads. Next, we classify only those subregions as errors where most of the k-mers have high coverage, and only a few low-coverage k-mers exist as outliers.
Specifically, we use Pearson's skew coefficient (or median skew coefficient) to classify the true and error subregions. Figure 2 shows the histogram of three different types of subregions in a genomic dataset. Figure 2a has similar numbers of low-and high-coverage k-mers, making the skewness of this subregion almost zero. Hence, it is not considered as error. Figure 2b is also classified as true because the subregion is mostly populated with the lowcoverage k-mers. Figure 2c is classified as error because the subregion is largely skewed towards the high-coverage k-mers, and only a few low-coverage k-mers exist as outliers. Existing substitution error correction tools do not analyze the coverage of neighboring k-mers and often classify the true yet low-coverage k-mers (e.g., Fig. 2b as errors.
Another major advantage of our median-based methodology is that the accuracy of the method has a lower dependency on the value of k. Median values are robust because, for a relatively small value of k, a few substitution errors will not alter the median k-mer abundance of the read [28] . However, these errors will increase the skewness of the read. The robustness of the median values in the presence of sequencing errors is shown mathematically in the Additional file 1.
Big data framework in the context of genomic error correction
Error correction for sequencing data is not only dataand compute-intensive but also search-intensive because the size of the k-mer spectrum increases almost exponentially with the increasing value of k (i.e., up to 4 k unique k-mers), and we need to search in the huge search space. For example, a large genome with 1 million reads of length 5000 bp involves more than 5 billion searches Hadoop is an open-source abstraction of Google's MapReduce, which is a fully parallel and distributed framework for large-scale computation. It reads the data from a distributed file system called Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) in small subsets. In the Map phase, a Map function executes on each subset, producing the output in the form of key-value pairs. These intermediate key-value pairs are then grouped based on the unique keys. Finally, a Reduce function executes on each group, producing the final output on HDFS.
Hazelcast [29] is a NoSQL database, which stores largescale data in the distributed memory using a key-value format. Hazelcast uses MummurHash to distribute the data evenly over multiple nodes and to reduce the collision. The data can be stored and retrieved from Hazelcast using Figure 3 shows the indel error correction pipeline of ParLECH. It consists of three phases: 1) constructing a de Bruijn graph, 2) locating errors in long reads, and 3) correcting the errors. We store the raw sequencing reads in the HDFS while Hazelcast is used to store the de Bruijn graph created from the Illumina short reads. We develop the graph construction algorithm following the MapReduce programming model and use Hadoop for this purpose. In the subsequent phases, we use both Hadoop and Hazelcast to locate and correct the indel errors. Finally, we write the indel error-corrected reads into HDFS. We describe each phase in detail in the subsequent sections.
Error correction pipeline
ParLECH has three major steps for hybrid correction of indel errors as shown in Fig. 4 . In the first step, we construct a DBG from the Illumina short reads with the coverage information of each k-mer stored in each vertex. In the second step, we partition each PacBio long read into a sequence of strong and weak regions (alternatively, correct and error regions respectively) based on the k-mer coverage information stored in the DBG. We select the right and left boundary k-mers of two consecutive strong regions as source and destination vertices respectively in the DBG. Finally, in the third step, we replace each weak region (i.e., indel error region) of the long read between those two boundary k-mers with the corresponding widest path in the DBG, which maximizes the minimum k-mer coverage between those two vertices. Figure 5 shows the substitution error correction pipeline of ParLECH. It has two different phases: 1) locating errors and 2) correcting errors. Like the indel error correction, the computation of phase is fully distributed with Hadoop. These Hadoop-based algorithms work on top of the indel error-corrected reads that were generated in the last phase and stored in HDFS. The same k-mer spectrum that was generated from the Illumina short reads and stored in Hazelcast is used to correct the substitution errors as well.
De bruijn graph construction and counting k-mer
Algorithm 1 explains the MapReduce algorithm for de Bruijn graph construction, and Fig. 6 shows the working of the algorithm. The map function scans each read of the data set and emits each k-mer as an intermediate key and its previous and next k-mer as the value. The intermediate key represents a vertex in the de Bruijn graph whereas the previous and the next k-mers in the intermediate value represent an incoming edge and an outgoing edge respectively. An associated count of occurrence (1) is also emitted as a part of the intermediate value. After Algorithm 1 de Bruijn graph construction 1: procedure MAP(read) 2: for each shortread in reads do 3: for each kmer in shortread do 4: EmitIntermediate(kmer, "previousKmer + nex-tKmer + 1") //1 emitted as intermediate count 5: end for 6: end for 7: end procedure 8: procedure REDUCE(key, values) 9: //key : kmer 10: //value : "previousKmer + nextKmer + 1" 11: for each v in values do 12: incomingEdges += extractPreviousKmer(v) 13: outgoingEdges += extractNextKmer(v) 14: count += int(1) 15: end for 16 : end procedure method. For improved performance, we emit only a single nucleotide character (i.e., A, T, G, or C instead of the entire k-mer) to store the incoming and outgoing edges. The actual k-mer can be obtained by prepending/appending that character with the k − 1 prefix/suffix of the vertex k-mer.
Locating the indel errors of long read
To locate the errors in the PacBio long reads, ParLECH uses the k-mer coverage information from the de Bruijn graph stored in Hazelcast. The entire process is designed in an embarrassingly parallel fashion and developed as a Hadoop Map-only job. Each of the map tasks scans through each of the PacBio reads and generates the kmers with the same value of k as in the de Bruijn graph. Then, for each of those k-mers, we search the coverage in the graph. If the coverage falls below a predefined threshold, we mark it as weak indicating an indel error in the long read. It is possible to find more than one consecutive errors in a long read. In that case, we mark the entire region as weak. If the coverage is above the predefined threshold, we denote the region as strong or correct. To rectify the weak region, ParLECH uses the widest path algorithm described in the next subsection.
Correcting the indel errors
Like locating the errors, our correction algorithm is also embarrassingly parallel and developed as a Hadoop Maponly job. Like LoRDEC, we use the pair of strong k-mers that enclose a weak region of a long read as the source and destination vertices in the DBG. Any path in the DBG between those two vertices denotes a sequence that can be assembled from the short reads. We implement the widest path algorithm for this local assembly. The widest path algorithm maximizes the minimum k-mer coverage of a path in the DBG. We use the widest path based on our assumption that the probability of having the k-mer with the minimum coverage is higher in a path generated from a read with sequencing errors than a path generated from a read without sequencing errors for the same region in a genome. In other words, even if there are some k-mers with high coverage in a path, it is highly likely that the path includes some k-mer with low coverage that will be an obstacle to being selected as the widest path, as illustrated in Fig. 1 .
Therefore, ParLECH is equipped with the widest path technique to find a more accurate sequence to correct the weak region in the long read. Algorithm 2 shows our widest path algorithm implemented in ParLECH, a slight Q := the set of all nodes in Graph 8: while (Q is not empty AND destination is not reached) do 9: u := vertex in Q with largest width in width[] 10: remove u from Q 11: if (width[u] = -infinity) then 12: break 13: end if 14: for (each neighbor v of u) do 15: alt := max(width[v], min(width[u], widthBetween(u, v))) 16: if alt > width[v]: then 
Locating the substitution error
Algorithm 3 shows the process to locate substitution base errors. To locate the substitution errors in the long reads, we first divided the long reads into shorter fragments. As the k-mers in a smaller subregion tend to have similar abundances [27] , this will divide the longer reads into a sequence of high-and low-coverage fragments. If a fragment belongs to a low-coverage area of the genome, most of the k-mers in that fragment are expected to have low coverage. Otherwise, the k-mers are expected to have high coverage. This methodology enables ParLECH to better distinguish between true-yet-low-coverage and erroryet-high-coverage k-mers. By default, ParLECH uses the length of the short reads as the length of the shorter fragments. However, it can be easily modified with a userdefined length. The last fragment of the long reads can have a length shorter than default (or user-defined) length. This fragment is always ignored for correcting the substitution error as it is considered insufficient to gather any statistics.
After dividing the long reads into shorter fragments, we calculate the Pearson's skew coefficient (mentioned as skewThreshold in Algorithm 3) of the k-mer coverage of each fragment as a threshold to classify those Algorithm 3 Locate substitution errors based on k-mer coverage skew 1: procedure LOCATEERROR(longRead, threshold) 2: subregions[ ] ← longRead.tokenize(len); //len equals the length of a short read by default 3: for each subregion in subregions[ ] do 4: skewThreshold ← (meanCoverage(subregion)−medianCoverage(subregion)) stdevOfCoverage(subregion)
5:
if skewThreshold ≤ threshold then 6: trueSubregions[ ] ← subregion 7: else 8: errorSubregions[ ] ← subregion 9: end if 10: end for 11: for each errorSubregion ∈ errorSubregions[ ] do 12: if medianCoverage(subregion) ≥ medianCoverage(kmerSpectrumShortReads) then 13: locateErrorBases(errorSubregion, highCovThreshold) 14: else 15: locateErrorBases(errorSubregion, lowCovThreshold) 16: end if 17: end for 18: end procedure 19: function LOCATEERRORSINREAD(errorSubregion, cov-Threshold) 20: for each kmer ∈ errorSubregion do 21: if k-merCoverage ≤ covThresshold then 22: errorkmers[ ] ← kmer 23: end if 24: end for 25: errorBases ← getSubSection(errorKmers[ ]) 26: end function fragments as true or error. If the skew coefficient of the fragment lies in a certain interval, the fragment is classified as a true fragment without any error. Furthermore, the fragments with mostly low-coverage k-mers are also ignored. All the other fragments (i.e., the fragments with highly skewed towards high-coverage k-mers) are classified as erroneous. Through this classification, all the low-coverage areas of the genome will be considered as correct even if they have low-coverage k-mers but almost similar coverage as that of the neighboring k-mers.
After classifying the fragments as true and error, we divide all the error fragments as high and low coverage. If the median k-mer coverage of a fragment is greater than the median coverage of the entire k-mer spectrum, the fragment is classified as high coverage. Otherwise, the fragment belongs to a low-coverage area. ParLECH uses a pattern of true and error k-mers to localize the errors and searches for the set of corrections with a maximum likelihood that make all k-mers true.
Correcting the substitution error
To rectify the substitution errors, ParLECH uses a majority voting algorithm similar to that of Quake [4] . However, we have two major differences. First, ParLECH's majority voting algorithm is fully distributed and can scale over hundreds of nodes. Second, unlike Quake, ParLECH uses different thresholds for the low and high coverage area of the genome to improve the accuracy. For each error base detected in the previous phase, ParLECH substitutes the base with all the different nucleotide characters (i.e., A, T, G, and C) and calculates the coverage of all the k-mers with that base. Finally, the error base is replaced with the one such that all those k-mers with that base exceeds or equals the specified threshold for that area.
Results
In this section, we show the experimental results of ParLECH using various real-world sequence datasets.
Datasets
We evaluate ParLECH with respect to four real data sets including E. coli, yeast, fruit fly, and human genome. The details of the data set are summarized in Table 1 . The first three of them are relatively small-sized genomes. We use them to compare the accuracy of ParLECH with the existing hybrid error correction tools such as LoRDEC, Jabba, and Proovread. These data sets are also used to analyze the scalability and compare other resource consumption statistics such as memory requirement and CPU-Hour.
The fourth one is the largest among all. It is a large human genome data set that consists of almost 764 GB of sequencing reads including both Illumina and PacBio sequences. We use it to showcase the scaling capability of ParLECH with hundreds of GBs of sequencing reads over hundreds of compute nodes. In our experiments, other existing tools could not produce the result for the data set.
Computing environment
To evaluate ParLECH, we use SuperMic [30] HPC cluster, and Table 2 summarizes its configuration. The maximum number of compute nodes we can use for a single job is 128. Each node has 20 cores, 64 GB main memory, and one 250 GB hard disk drive (HDD). Note that the main bottleneck for our Hadoop jobs running on top of diskbased HDFS is the I/O throughput because each node is equipped with only one HDD. We expect that the performance of ParLECH can be significantly improved by using multiple HDDs per node and/or SSD. Our previous work [31] [32] [33] demonstrates the effects of various computing environments for large-scale data processing. 
Accuracy metrics
We evaluate the accuracy of ParLECH with respect to three different metrics as follows: 1) % Aligned reads and 2) % Aligned bases: These accuracy metrics indicate how well the corrected long reads are aligned to the reference genome. We report the %alignment both in terms of the total number of reads as well as the total bases present in the data set. For all the data sets other than the human genome, we use BLASR [34] to align the long reads to the reference genome as it reports longer alignments by bridging the long indel error. However, for the large human genome, we use BWA-mem [35] to get the alignment results quickly.
2) N50 statistics: It is also important to preserve input read depth in the corrected data set. Shorter reads and/or reduced depth may show better alignment but may have a negative impact on downstream analyses. Hence, we measure the N50 statistics of the data sets to indicate the discard or trimming of errors in the long reads instead of rectifying them.
3) Gain: We also use the gain metric [5] to measure the fraction of effectively corrected errors by ParLECH. The gain is defined as
where TP (true-positive) is the number of error bases that are successfully corrected, FP (false-positive) is the number of true bases that are wrongly changed, and FN (false-negative) is the number of error bases that are falsely detected as correct.
To measure TP, FP, and FN, we follow the procedure described in [36] . Let r be an original read and r c be the read after correction. We derive the set of real sequenc- ing errors E m by mapping r to the reference genome and recording differences. Then, we measure E r , the set of errors remaining in r c , by applying global alignment between r c and the genomic region where r was mapped to and recording the differences in the alignment. Finally, we calculate TP = |E m \ E r |, FP = |E r \ E m |, and FN = |Er ∩ Em|. Table 3 compares the accuracy of ParLECH with that of LoRDEC, Jabba, and Proovread in terms of the percentage of aligned reads and aligned bases. Table 4 , on the other hand, compares the accuracy in terms of gain. We measure the accuracy metrics using BLASR by running multiple instances of BLASR in parallel for efficiently processing large datasets.
Comparison with existing tools
The results demonstrate that ParLECH can rectify the indel errors with significantly more accuracy comparing to LoRDEC both in terms of the aligned bases and gain. Like LoRDEC, ParLECH does not correct the long reads in which there is no strong k-mer. However, ParLECH searches strong k-mers in all reads regardless of their length while LoRDEC filters out reads whose length is less than a threshold.
Although Jabba attains significantly higher alignment accuracy compared to ParLECH, this high alignment accuracy is attained at the cost of producing reduced depths. This is because, unlike ParLECH, Jabba chooses to The best results are shown in bold faces discard several of the uncorrected reads instead of rectifying them. As shown in Table 3 , the total number of reads in the resulting error-corrected dataset is significantly higher in ParLECH comparing to Jabba. Proovread attains almost similar alignment accuracy comparing to ParLECH. However, it trims many of the Table 3 Accuracy comparison (Alignments) error regions in each read and breaks an erroneous longer read at the error region, producing multiple shorter reads. Consequently, Proovread produces significantly lower N50 compared to ParLECH.
We have further improved the accuracy by correcting the substitution errors of the long reads. This phase is not present in LoRDEC. However, it has a substantial impact on improving the quality of the data. As shown in Tables 3  and 4 , by correcting the substitution errors, ParLECH improve the quality of the dataset by 1 to 3% from the indel error-corrected output both in terms of alignment and gain. Figure 7 demonstrates the scalability of different phases of ParLECH. Figure 7a demonstrates the scalability of each phase of ParLECH's indel error correction pipeline for the fruit fly dataset. The results show that the processing time of all three phases (i.e., constructing a de Bruijn graph, locating errors in long reads, and correcting errors in long reads) improves almost linearly with the increasing number of compute nodes. Therefore, the overall execution time of ParLECH also shows the almost linear scalability as we add more compute nodes. Figure 7b demonstrates the scalability of different phases of ParLECH's substitution error correction pipeline for the same fruit fly dataset. Like the indel error correction phases, these phases are also linearly scalable with the increasing number of nodes. Figure 8 compares ParLECH with existing error correction tools. As shown in Fig. 8a , on a single node for the same E. coli data, ParLECH performs almost 1.5 times faster than Jabba and almost 7.5 times faster than Proovread. On a single node, LoRDEC shows slightly better (1.2 times faster) performance than ParLECH because both the tools have similar asymptotic complexity (O(E log v)) whereas ParLECH has some distributed computing overhead. However, utilizing the power of Hadoop and Hazelcast, the embarrassingly parallel algorithm of ParLECH can be easily distributed over multiple nodes and eventually outperform LoRDEC by several magnitudes, which is not designed for distributed computing. Even though the correction algorithm of LoRDEC can work independently on each of the long reads, the computation cannot be distributed because of the absence of a proper scheduler. Figure 8b compares the substitution error correction pipeline with Quake [4] , an existing tool to correct the substitution errors of Illumina short read sequences. For the similar reason mentioned above, ParLECH outperforms Quake by several magnitudes when distributed over multiple nodes. For a fair comparison with Quake, we use the E. coli Illumina dataset only for this experiment. Since the major motivation of ParLECH is to correct the long-read errors, we did not report the results of accuracy comparison between ParLECH and Quake in this paper.
Scalability
Discussion
Effects of different traversal algorithms on indel error correction
To better understand the benefit of our widest path algorithm (ParLECH WP ), we compare its accuracy with that of two other graph traversal algorithms, which are popular in this domain. The first one is the Dijkstra's shortest path algorithm (ParLECH SP ), and the other one is a greedy traversal algorithm (ParLECH Greedy ). Table 5 reports the accuracy results of all the three algorithms over the real PacBio data sets.
ParLECH SP replaces the weak region in the long read with the sequence corresponding to the shortest path in the DBG. ParLECH Greedy always selects the vertex with the maximum coverage among all neighboring vertices during its traversal. For ParLECH Greedy , the traversal often ends up in a tip of a dead-end path. So, we use a branching factor b (100 by default) such that, after traversing b successive vertices from the source vertex, the algorithm backtracks if it cannot meet the destination vertex.
The algorithm aborts when all successors from the source vertex are visited using this branching factor.
Although ParLECH SP has the similar performance as ParLECH WP , because of the counter intuitive nature of shortest paths and the strong (high coverage) k-mers desired for the correction, it cannot take the advantage of the k-mer coverage information in a straight forward way, adversely impacting the accuracy. ParLECH Greedy , on the other hand, can take the advantage of the k-mer coverage information, but its accuracy depends highly on the higher value of the branching factor that poses a severe limitation on its performance.
Table 5 Effects of different traversal algorithms
Our widest path algorithm not only optimizes the performance but also makes better use of k-mer coverage information. The algorithm maximizes the minimum coverage of the k-mer in a path. Compared to both ParLECH SP and ParLECH Greedy , ParLECH WP better balances the coverage of all the k-mers in a particular path of the DBG, which improves the accuracy of the resultant data set.
As shown in Table 5 , the widest path shows almost 15 to 25% better alignment accuracy compared to the greedy algorithm, which is found to perform worst among all. Comparing to the shortest path algorithm, the widest path shows almost 6 to 13% improvement for the dataset.
Resource consumption statistics
Using the power of Hadoop and Hazelcast, ParLECH is capable to tradeoff between CPU-Hour and DRAM utilization. That is, based on the data size and the available resources, ParLECH can be tuned to utilize the disk space at the cost of higher execution time. Table 6 compares the CPU-Hour and DRAM resource consumption of ParLECH with existing error correction tools with respect to the E. coli data set. For the best (lowest) execution time, ParLECH consumes almost similar CPU-Hour as LoRDEC, which is significantly less comparing to Jabba and Proovread. For this performance, ParLECH needs the entire k-mer spectrum in DRAM. Consequently, it utilizes almost 32GB of DRAM. However, ParLECH can process the same E. coli data consuming significantly less amount (only 5GB) of DRAM if configured properly. However, the process takes more time to finish because of context switching between the DRAM and the hard disk.
Processing large-scale human genomes
To showcase the data handling capability of ParLECH with hundreds of GBs of sequencing data and its scaling capability with hundreds of computing nodes, we analyze a large human genome data set. This 312 GB of PacBio data set includes more than 23 million long reads with the average length of 6,587 base pairs. The corresponding Illumina data set is 452 GB in size and contains more than 1.4 billion reads with the read length of 101 base pairs. To analyze this large data set (764 GB cumulative), we use 128 nodes of SuperMic cluster. We tuned ParLECH for the maximum performance. That means we distributed the entire de Bruijn graph in the memory available across the cluster. The indel error correction process takes about 28.6 h as shown in Table 7 . After this indel error correction, 78.3% of reads and 75.4% of bases are successfully aligned to the reference genome. The substitution error correction process took another 26.5 h, successfully aligning 79.73% of the reads and 80.24% of the bases to the reference genome.
Conclusion
In this paper, we present a distributed hybrid error correction framework for PacBio long reads, called ParLECH. For efficient and scalable analysis of large-scale sequence data, ParLECH makes use of Hadoop and Hazelcast. ParLECH uses the de Bruijn graph and k-mer coverage information from the short reads to rectify the errors of the long reads. We develop a distributed version of the widest path algorithm to maximize the minimum k-mer coverage in a path of the de Bruijn graph constructed from the Illumina short reads. We replace the indel error regions in a long read with their corresponding widest path. To improve the substitution accuracy, we develop a median statistics-based strategy that considers relative k-mer abundance in a specific area of a genome to take care of high-and low-coverage areas separately. Our experimental results show that ParLECH can scale with hundreds of compute nodes and can improve the quality of large-scale sequencing data sets in an accurate manner. While correcting the errors, ParLECH takes care of highand low-coverage regions of the sequencing reads separately and is better capable to balance the k-mer coverage based on the neighborhood. Hence, we believe that it is a good starting point for detecting and correcting errors in RNA and metagenome sequences. 
